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Black Cloud
The race is starting and there's no sound
Her heart is racing through the crowd
The bets are made and she's a gamble
Black Cloud has promise amongst the doubt
Doors open and time has set the pace
Who would of thought she could prevail but she's a saving grace
Around the lap she goes with all her might
Black Cloud has promise amongst the doubt
Second lap shows she's gaining speed
One bet, Two bet and Three that's all we need
Eyebrows excite her within the winds shall embrace
Black Cloud has promise amongst the doubt
Finally laps are approaching with an anxious crowd
Never would of thought the underdog would frown
Seeing her amaze others makes me very proud
Black Cloud has promise amongst the doubt
The Winner's Circle is the realm for achievement
The owner has clot and inevitable shift
Congratulations to one's thoroughbred finishing act
Black Cloud has promise amongst the doubt
Solemn gratitude for job well done
Acknowledgement of peers for holding the front
The Breeder's Cup is an historical stand
Black Cloud has promise and her spirits say Amen
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Mama's Cooking
Thinking of times I would say what's cooking everyday
It's an assortment of goodie things
Chocolate, pies and banana pudding
Enough food and that's Mama's cooking
Thinking of times I would say what's cooking everyday
Apron in hand and lasting impression I didn't want to miss
Everything seem perfect from beginning to end
Enough food and that's Mama's Cooking
Thinking of times I would say what's cooking everyday
Smiling faces and a gentle speech of o.k.
Noone knows how much the void I can't fill
Enough food and that Mama's Cooking
Thinking of times I would say what's cooking everyday
Being polite and sincere would carry the weight
Seemingly enough she has the greater plan
Enough food and that Mama's Cooking ahead
Thinking of times I would say what's cooking everyday
The napkins, plates and never-ending why didn't it last
Noone knows how much the void I can't fill
Enough food and that's Mama's Cooking again
Thinking of times I would say what's cooking everyday
Craving for the turkey and dressing pan
Not to admit, seemed a bit much
Enough Food and that's Mama's Cooking again
So nowadays, I look for the needle in the haystack
Wishing on the times, she would come back
It's been 10 years, since I said thoughs word's
Enough food and that Mama's blessing for us
Missing mom everyday becomes second-nature for me
Enough food, Enough love and One day she'll see
For know I'll take her spirits with me and others will speak
Enough food, Enough love and One day she'll see
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The Panic Room
Closing windows and closing doors
Useless keys has the patience of Job
When will I ever see clear enough
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
Closing Windows and closing doors
Laying patiently among the floor
When will I ever see clear enough
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
Closing Windows and closing doors
Leaves the circumstances somewhat unsure
When will I ever see clear enough
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
Closing Windows and closing doors
The unexpected encounters even more
Prescriptions and drugs seem to hold someone's hand
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
Closing Windows and closing doors
Whispering in the dark and chanting for the Lord
When will I ever see clear enough
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
Closing Windows and closing doors
Seeing the summer past and winds soar
When will I ever see clear enough
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
Closing Windows and closing doors
Perception becomes apparent within every eye sore
When will I ever see clear enough
The Panic Room has much Influence I've been
No More Closing Windows and closing doors
Finally, Finally the statement has endured
In my opinion, I've definely scared but not scorned
The Panic Room has finally left and gone

That's god blessing for sure :)
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Chocolate Soul
As the day begins the dreams reveal
The night before was a unconscious feel
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Tears don't necessary lend a hand
The exotic points are about to command
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Knowing that hi points touch the thighs
Leaving the feeling of passion within your eyes
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Touching your skin beyond ectasy
Is Breathtaking enough to calm the seas
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Piercing eyes creep through the pane
Embarrassment captures your every saying
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Once more you catch your breath
The feeling of euphoria is beyond wealth
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Once more you catch your breath
Passion and Envy are tied up in self
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Finally the day has end
Remember to touch, feel and to speak again
Encounters the moments of the soul being weak
Touching your body grants sensual speaks

Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is a Spiritual Friend
Once more you catch your breath
The shivers are a response of something else
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is giving time to heal
The moral of the story may seem unclear
Come closer to me and never fear
Soothing your body from every end
Chocolate Soul is giving time to heal
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Lessons Learned
The issue at hand is breaking news
Only seconds to prepare, without the singing of the blues
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned and being polite when you ask
The issue at hand is breaking news
Leading the people to truth without losing the screws
In knowing the fact is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned is enough to surpass
The issue at hand is breaking news
In view of the cameras and analyzing the videos on youtube
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned are enough to mention and not only grasp
The issue at hand is breaking news
Spotlight shifting due to unforseen views
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned are a Forever mask
The issue at hand is breaking news
Lights turned away due to unmentionable clues
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lesson Learned leaves questions to ask
The issue at hand is breaking news
Lights, Camera and Action have come unglued
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned are engraved in your past
The issue at hand is breaking news
The pressure points have seen the enlighten truth and reuseable trash
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned are engraved in your past
In knowing the facts is not a complicated task
Lessons Learned are engraved in your past
And just have to ask :)
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Without Tears
The ending defines a moment of change
Loved ones left wondering whose to blame
Sitting in a chair with a solemn face
Without tears is a lonely place
The ending defines a moment of change
Taking prescriptions to ease the strain
Noone knows when the shock will come
Without tears there's more to be done
The ending defines a moment of change
The diagnosis 'grief striken' and I'm slowly opening the gate
It phantoms to me that spirits are near
Without tears the conscious will endure
The ending defines a moment of change
Looking back on the photos that inevitable the same
Sitting in a chair with a solemn face
Without tears leads to terrible fate
The ending defines a moment of change
Reoccurring thoughts of the undesired stage
Noone knows when the shock will come
Without tears Mom's left frozen and numb
The ending defines a moment of change
Why did you leave me during the race
Seasons come and go as they usually do
Without tears the missing you can't be true
The ending defines a moment of change
Hearing your voice would be a blessing trade
Seasons come and go as they usually do
Without tears the missing can't be true
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Sacrifice
Sitting in my room without tears
The feeling of lose takes over my fears
Allowing yourself to move beyond time
Lets the reasons of knowing to become a blur
Sacrifice is a feeling of letting go but the hurt remains to show
Sitting in my room without tears
The feeling of self-assured is unclear
Missing him day and night
Allows my spirts to unknowingly show lights
Sacrifice is a feeling of letting go but the hurt remains to show
Sitting in my room without tears
Showing the enclosed walls shows fear
Enabling yourself to feel grief
Removes the vows that it couldn't be
Sacrifice is a feeling of letting go but the hurt remains to show
Sitting in my room without tears
Sheltering your kids from freezing storm
Everyone's fine along with the songs
Removes the vows that it couldn't be
Sacrifice is a feeling of letting go but the hurt remains to show
Missing him with each passing time
Knowing in my heart it should've been time
In belief, God has set the plan
Questioning him so I can understand
But for the moment I'll remain true
My parental vows are the essence of something old and something new
Sacrifice is a feeling of letting go but the hurt remains to show
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Revolving Doors
Finding yourself trapped alone
Look with yourself and roam
The passage is within reach
The revolving door is here to teach
Finding yourself trapped alone
Knowing tomorrow is uncertain and I'm close
The passageway is within reach
The revolving door is here to teach
Finding yourself trapped alone
And the music still playing your tone
The passageway is within reach
The revolving door has many secrets
Finding yourself trapped alone
Knowing the passerbys are allowing time to moan_or even groan
The passageway is within reach
The revolving doors has many secrets
In the end, the stories are untold
Waiting patiencely to bargain your stuff and what for and how come
The passageway is within reach
The revolving doors have been sold
Life lessons are test of what were worth and own
Errors, Errors of the unknown
The passageway is within reach
Now it's time to keep the peace and become reborn
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I Need To Be Me
I PACE MYSELF, FOR THE TURN
THEIR'S STILL SO MUCH, I HAVEN'T LEARNED
AND YET I THINK TO MYSELF
OF WHAT COULD BE?
AT THE FINISH LINE FOR ME
AND HOW I NEED TO BE ME
MY HEART IS PUMPING
AND THEIRS NO SOUND
AT LEAST, I CATCH A GLIMPSE OF WHAT'S AROUND
I FEEL MY BODY MOVE ONE STEP MORE
AT THE FINISH LINE, WHAT'S IN STORE
THE GREATEST GIFT OF ALL I SEE
AND HOW I NEED TO BE ME
I CROSS THE LINE WITH ALL MY MIGHT
NO QUESTIONS, NO CAMERA'S FOR ME TO FIGHT
ALL I HAD WAS SHOES IN HAND
SOMEWAY AND SOMEHOW IT'S IN GOD'S PLAN
AT THE FINISH LINE FOR ME
HOW IT FEEL TO BE ME
THE GREATEST GIFT OF ALL I SEE
HOW IT TRUL.Y FELT TO BE ME
IM TRULY THANKFUL TO BE FREE
AND IT'S O.K. I SEE
HOW IT FELT TO BE ME
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My Angel Sent-Spritual Song
When your trials, take all you have
And the test of life, you just can't seem to pass
That's when you say, God please restore me in everyway
Just lead the way.
Turn my night to day
Chorus
My angel sent
Show me the way
My angel sent
Each and everyday
Though your trials will try to keep you down
Take a moment, to look around
God wants us to keep the faith
Even during the test of life, when we lose our way
Just lead the way
Turn my night to day
Chorus
My angel sent
Show me the way
My angel sent
Each and everyday
Test of life, you will pass
All he needed for us to ask
U can make it, if you pray
God, please restore me in every way
Just lead the way
Turn my night to day
Chorus
My angel sent
Show me the way
My angel sent
Each and everyday
Chorus
My angel sent
Show me the way
My angel sent

Each and everyday
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The Signs Road
Our life is a road with many turns
The trials we have faced
Still much we haven't learned
The lessons we've learned, are part of our growth
The mistakes we've made will only make us know
If we put our faith in him and let it be
He will give us peace beyond understanding
If choices seem to cloud your way
All you have to do is go to him and pray
And whether you think your not worthy of his grace
Just remember God laid the way
If we put our faith in him and let it be
God will give us peace beyond understanding
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The Clock
The clock is ticking on the wall
Even though theirs no sound
The things I've seen would turn u cold
But in god's plan the there's still much to unfold
U feel like there's nothing u can do
Put your faith in him, He will see you through
The second turn to minutes, hours and days
The clock won't stop ticking because you lost your way
The season's come and go as they usually do
Hold on tight, your almost through
What may seem as a clock on the wall
Is actually the mystery you see
God having his hands on you and me
So when u take another look at the wall
God set in motion for us all
It may seem simple from what you see
The clock just represents the time and more time
For you and me
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For Example
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THEY WERE MY FRIENDS AND THEY LIED
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID TRUST IN THEM AND I DID
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID I'M NOT SMART ENOUGH BUT I AM
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID I'M NOT PRETTY ENOUGH AND I KNOW
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THEY LOVED ME BUT THEY DIDN'T
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THEY WOULD BE THERE AND THEY WEREN'T
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THEY WERE MY FRIENDS AND I'M ALONE
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID TRUST IN THEM AND I DID
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID I'M NOT SMART ENOUGH BUT I AM
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID I'M NOT PRETTY ENOUGH AND I KNOW
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THEY LOVED ME AND THEY DO
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THEY WOULD BE THERE AND THEY WERE
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID ALLAH HAS A GREATER PLAN FOR YOU AND ME AND
ALLAH DOES
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID I WOULD GET A BETTER UNDERSTANDING AND THEY
WERE RIGHT
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THE COMMERCIALS WILL CONSIST OF CHILDREN
FROM DIFFERENT ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS AND NATIONALITIES AND THEY WERE
FOR EXAMPLE-THEY SAID THE PEER PRESSURE WOULD CEASE AND IT DID AND
IT DID
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A Mother's Prayer-Spritual Homegoing
I HEARD THE NEWS
YOU WERE FEELING DOWN
I WANTED TO COME SEE YOU
AND STAY AWHILE
YOU JUST LAID THERE
AND DIDN'T WANT TO SPEAK
I UNDERSTOOD YOU JUST WANTED TO WEEP
BUT I'M HERE TO TELL YOU GOD HEARD YOUR PRAYER
I GUESS YOU WERE WONDERING, HOW COULD YOUR BARE
YOUR WORDS ARE FEW, BUT I'M STILL HERE
GOD SAID I NEVER LEFT YOUR SIDE
NO MATTER HOW HARD YOU WANTED TO CRY
I ALWAYS TOLD YOU I'D BE THERE
DON'T YOU WORRY OR DESPAIR
NOT FOR THE PHYSICAL EYE TO SEE
SOMETHING EVEN MORE FOR YOU AND ME
KEEP ME IN YOUR HEART
I'M ALWAYS THERE
EVEN IN MY 'MOTHER'S PRAYERS'
I KNOW SHE'S IN A BETTER PLACE
SHE KNEW HIS MERCY AND HIS GRACE
KEEP HER IN A SOLEMN PRAYER
DON'T YOU WORRY OR DESPAIR
I HEARD THE NEWS YOU WERE FEELING DOWN
I WANTED TO COME AND STAY AWHILE
KEEP ME IN YOUR HEART I'M ALWAYS THERE
EVEN IN A MOTHER'S PRAYER
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So I Climb
SO I CLIMB
SIDE
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SOMETIME
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
GRACE
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB
ON ME
SO I CLIMB
SO I CLIMB

THE MOUNTAINS TO CATCH A GLIMPSE OF WHAT'S ON THE OTHER
TO CLOSE THE CHAPTER AND START A NEW ONE THAT'S DESIRED
TO FINISH THE LAP OF THE RACE THAT HAS BOUND ME FOR
EACH STEP CLOSER TO FIND MY WAY
TO SHOW ME HOW TO TREASURE EACH DAY
THE STORM HAS BEEN CRUEL IN SO MANY WAYS
BUT STILL I PRAY!
TO RESTORE FAITH AND TO KNOW FIRST HAND HIS MERCY AND
TO KNOW A SENSE OF GOD'S FAVOUR ON ME
BECAUSE ITS FINALLY TIME FOR ME TO SEE AND BE FREE
WHEN MY LIFE SEEMED THE DARKNESS I SLIPPED SO MANY TIMES
EVEN WHEN I LOST MY WAY HE WAS STANDING BY
WHEN MY HEART COULDN'T BARE
ALLAH WAS STANDING THERE
I KNEW IT WOULDN'T BE EASY
BUT ALLAH KEPT ME
EACH TIME I THOUGHT THE CLOUDS WOULD PAST
IT DIDN'T LAST
NOT THAT I WOULD HAVE A CHANCE TO SAY
JUST TO MAKE IT TO ANOTHER DAY
BUT TO JUST LIFT HIS HOLY NAME
NOT THE FORTUNE, NOR THE FAME
I KNOW THAT I'M ALMOST THERE
HOW DID I BARE
NOT OF THINGS COME TO PAST
IT'S ABOUT TO LAST
TO HAVE FAITH AND BELIEVE
WITH EVERY ADVERSITY & OBSTACLE IN FRONT OF ME
I KNOW ALLAH IS MY FRIEND
EVEN WHEN THE STORM COULDN'T SEEM TO END
I'M FINALLY THERE I CAN SEE
WITH THE SUN'S WARM EMBRACE
FINALLY I SEE, I SEE THE SUN'S WARM EMBRACE ON ME
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Iranian President
TO KNOW HOW I FEEL IS BEYOND WORDS
TO KNOW WHAT MY HEART FEELS U NEVER HEARD
TO SAY TO YOU I CAN'T BEGIN
TO KNOW THAT MY LOVE IS BEYOND MEANS $$$.
TO SPEAK AND TO CRY I'VE DONE MANY TIMES
AND STILL INSIDE I CRY
CRY FOR THE THINGS I DIDN'T KNOW
CRY THE THINGS I WANT TO SHOW
CRY FOR THE TIMES I'LL BE THERE
CRY FOR THE TIMES I WOULDN'T DARE
THE FEELINGS FOR YOU I CAN'T DESCRIBE
AND YET STILL I HIDE
CRY FOR ME YOU CAN'T DO
CRY FOR THE TIMES U WANT TOO
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We Stand
THE WORLD IS CHANGING EVERYDAY
POVERTY IS AN ISSUE IN A MAJOR WAY
AIDS IS AN EPIDEMIC OF OUR TIME
NO MONEY, NO MEDICINE PEOPLE ARE DYING
WHEN WE STAND AS ONE WE CAN OVERCOME
PUT YOUR HANDS IN MINE AND I KNOW WE ARE ONE-WE CAN SHINE
HUMAN IS ME THAT SAYS HUMANITY
HUMAN IS ME THAT SAYS HUMANITY
WHEN THE WORLD CHANGED FOR ME
THE DAY I THOUGHT IT COULDN'T BE
WE VOWED TO NOT LET TERROR WIN
WE WOULD LIVE OUR LIFE TO THE VERY END
WE WOULD STAND AS ONE, WE WOULD OVERCOME
PUT YOUR HANDS IN MINE AND I KNOW WE ARE ONE, WE CAN SHINE
HUMAN IS ME THAT SAYS HUMANITY
HUMAN IS ME THAT SAYS HUMANITY
THE WORLD IS GRATEFUL AND WE HAVE THE FAITH
THAT MEN AND WOMEN CAN MAKE THE WORLD A SAFER PLACE
THE FREEDOM THAT THE TROOPS PROVIDES US EVERDAY
WHAT IT FEELS TO LIVE IN PEACE AND HARMONY
WHEN WE STAND AS ONE-WE CAN OVERCOME
PUT YOUR HAND IN MINE AND I KNOW THAT WE ARE ONE WE CAN SHINE
HUMAN IS ME AND THAT SAYS HUMANITY
HUMAN IS ME AND THAT SAYS HUMANITY
I KNOW THE WORLD COULD BE A SAFER PLACE
WHEN WE WORK TOGETHER FOR A BRIGHTER DAY
I KNOW THE WORLD BE A BETTER PLACE
WHEN WORK TOGETHER FOR A BRIGHTER DAY
WHEN WE STAND AS ONE-WE CAN OVERCOME
PUT YOUR HANDS IN MINE AND I KNOW THAT WE CAN SHINE
WHEN WE STAND AS ONE-WE CAN OVERCOME
PUT YOUR HANDS IN MINE AND I KNOW THAT WE CAN SHINE
WHEN WE STAND AS ONE WE CAN OVERCOME AND SHINE
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Can I Be Me?
It's not easy being me
Being judged despite adversity
Others seeing what they choose to see
While the invisible chains still bind me
Can I Be Me?
Not the misconception of this Reality
Thinking back on the days
You have PR skills others would say
I let the wrong take away from me
I'm human not this Reality
I make mistakes and others too
God made me imperfect
I guess to shine through
Dislike me for what you want to see
Be condemned by others you'll see
It's not easy
Can I Be Me?
The Peacemaker, not the Enemy
Helping someone if they need a hand
I've been very much so down
God's mercy I do understand
Maybe if we look down, we would be amazed to find
The Humanity that was somehow pushed to the side
It was a oversight, it had to be
Being human is really o.k. to be
I'm just ready to be me
Can I Be Me?
Without This Reality
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Term Of Privacy
The term of privacy is not the same
Others taking part in a very sick game
Nothing to do, but wait and see
The abuse has taken a toll on me
Others know the facts and Not Me
The term of privacy is not the same
Others taking part in a very sick game
Trying there best to do much harm
The damage been done and I'm still alarmed
The stalking and terrorizin can't seem to end
The more I request it just never ends
I think to myself what has been done
But the abuse doesn't stop and I never sign on
The term of privacy is not the same
Others taking part in a very sick game
These people are out of control
And the more I protest the harder I'm scorned
They know everything I do
Under constant seige and my family too
I look to those to speak out
This threat has spreaded without a doubt
These people have done many things
Even when the New Year begins to ring
I'm tired of the abuse that has been put on me
The state of mind is psychotic, U see
The term of the privacy is not the same
Others taking part in a very sick game
Nothing to do, but wait and see
Hoping to see the calvary
I pray to God for strength to go on
These people are crazy and that's no fun
The term of privacy is not the same
Others taking part in a very sick game
I wait for someone to make a stand
To address this threat from every end
I wait for someone to make a change
The ones responsible have no shame
Today, would be nice is what I say
Today, would be nice is what I say

The mentality of these people, we need not stay
The invasion of privacy is a deadly game
Especially those involved they want the fame
The invasion of privacy is a deadly game
They need to experience the very same
They need to experience the very same
Especially those involved they want the fame
Knowing the risk of this game
Especially those involved they want the fame
It's a toss of the coin, with this deadly game
It's a toss of the coin, with this deadly game
It's a toss of the coin, with this deadly game
But they still want the fame
But they still want the fame
Let's start a new game
Let's start a new game
Knowing the coin toss might not be the same
Knowing the coin toss might not be the same
But they still want the fame
But they still want the fame
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Being A Slave
To know the fear of a master
To know the wihip in hand
To feel the lashes coming
Not able to stand
U hear your heart beating
waiting for the abuse to stop
U never deserve the beating
Even though your Master talk
To have the whip in hand
To feel the lashes come
Not able to stand
While the other slaves look on
Not knowing what to do
They see the wrong take place
They've taking the beatings too
Same pain upon their face
Your back is burning
And the burning won't surpass
The blood is dripping downward
As you look in the Master's eyes
Being a slave is brutal
U sleep on wooden floors
The salt won't ease the pain
And you want to even the score
Next day Master comes
With the whip in hand
To feel the lashes coming
Not knowing where to stand
The other slaves get whipped
Not knowing what to do
It becomes a ritual
With every task they do
The free will is broken
From the lashes on there back
Not saying much to noone
Not knowing how to act
The mentaility has shifted
Because the whips in hand
The self-esteem is low

And they refuse to take a stand
A slave has to speak
And try to stand the ground
The willingness to speak up
Has taken over the sound
I say ur rig here
On the Master's land
You know what tomorrow brings
The Master's whip in hand
So some make a way
Tell others they need to go
U'll never get to freedom
If you stay and they know
Do u want the Master's whip
And not be able to stand
U cry for mercy
To God, if you can
Being a slave
And not being able to stand
Knowing the lashes coming
From the Master's black hand
Knowing the lashes coming
From the Master's black hand
A slave has to fight for freedom
No matter what it takes
The whipping will go on
The slaves mentality at stake
To know the fear of the Master
To know the whip in hand
To feel the lashes coming
Not able to take a stand
Make a way to freedom
It what I thought to do
The whips will be no more
The Master will be through
The journey will be tough
At night is the time to move
Daylight brings trouble
One wrong step and I'm through
To know the fear of the Master
To know the whip in hand
To feel the lashes coming

Not able to take a stand
Cross the line of freedom
Not able to take a stand
Knowing the whipping is over
And not in the Master's black hands
And not in the Master's black hands
That's enough to say
Amen!
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Love Me Right
I cried over you day and night
Wondering if my love wasn't right
I was broken-hearted over you
Even before you said were through
I wanted what we had to never end
And then I thought how it begin
With a simple deposit in hand
I looked at you and I couldn't stand
You looked at me in such a way
I still remember that look till this day
I remember when we first kissed
I thought to myself this is it.
Then you couldn't communicate
Despite the kisses and the love we made
I tried to get you to speak to me
But that hard when others tried to see
You told me there are things going on
And that interfernce made things go wrong
You didn't put your trust in me
I tried so hard, but you wouldn't let it be
I lost my mom and you weren't there
I wondered how much did you care
We made love so time ago
The wining and dining you wouldn't let go
I thought to myself, I such a fool
He can't love me the way I want he to
He's busy with his other life
The business, the women and even his wife
I thought to myself just give it time
He couldn't love me he didn't know how
The days would go by
Wondering who your with and I would cry
I loved you more than words could say
But you didn't trust me in anyway
I wasn't the enemy now you see
Your so dam stubborn even towards me
We had a baby boy you know
You didn't ask questions and now he's 4
You wouldn't give your heart to me

The inner love you couldn't see
I know there is more to you
You blocked me out, then we were through
Though the years I longed for you
The kiss, the hug and just loving you
Not the money, not the business just the two
So now your back in my life
And you want to make me your wife
Can you love me the right way?
The pain of the past gets in the way
I wonder how you might be
You grew a brain you spoke to me
I remember how mean you use to be
Even though I wanted to keep the peace
I never been loved like that before
I was hooked on you and wanting more
It was something and I can't explain
The love making was off the chain
But you wouldn't listen to your heart
And I kinda realized that from the start
Being with you made me complete
And you felt it to, but you wouldn't let it be
So now we have a second chance
To express the love from the past
I need to know if you can love me right
Not the past demons you have to fight
I afraid to give my heart to you
Knowing the past and saying were through
I loved you I think from the first time
But I had to wait, till that night
I'm willing to take a chance
For you to be a friend, not just my man
I know you have to have your way
Can you love me the right way
Time will tell that for me
If we should be together till eternity
I still love you I want you to know
I was never the one for letting go
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ECTASY
Kissing me on my back, makes my body weak.
I feel your prescence and it's hard to speak.
You know the spot that get's me wet.
The love in me I can't forget.
Things you do I can't describe
My love comes down I'm in over-drive
E C T A S Y is what your giving me.
The passion between us can now breath-now breath.
E C T A S Y takes over me
I strip for you in privacy-privacy.
My words can't explain,
When I moan for you there is no shame.
You make me hooked on you
That's why I can't get over you.
The things you do I can't describe.
My love comes down I'm in over-drive.
E C T A S Y is what your giving me.
The passion between us can now breath-now breath.
E C T A S Y takes over me.
I strip for you in privacy-privacy.
You connect to me in everway.
Your lips on mine takes my breath away.
Your lips on mine takes my breath away-breath away.
We have ectasy that others long for
U keep coming back wanting more-wanting more.
E C T A S Y IS WHAT YOUR GIVING ME
The passion between us can now breath-now breath
E C T A S Y TAKES OVER ME.
I STRIP FOR YOU PRIVACY-PRIVACY.
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Chapters In A Book
One's life is like a chapter in a book.
U turn the pages of time to get a better look.
U see the trials that has and will face.
Some events you see and others just take place.
Sometimes we wish we could turn back the pages of time.
Maybe to undo or fix that wasn't right.
The pages keep turning even when we lose are way.
That's when we seek GOD and he will say
I'll only put on you what you can bare
I see the wrong and I know its not fair
but your in God's favor I want u to know
And I'm here and I'm not lettin go.
So u contiue to live each day of life.
It will get better despite the trials.
Some in the pages it's hard to see.
The imprints in the sand God holding me.
Keep turning the pages and he will restore you.
There's to the book and God said their's more to you.
God bless
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Identity
Our life experiences aren't the same.
We have our own personalites
And that's o.k.
But when that image has been changed.
By others who condemn you in everyway.
U struggle to keep yourself afloat.
When who you are, you seem not to know.
The journey to find one's self seem unsure.
The inner self broken and bruised.
Not to fear, theirs more in me.
Despite, the events that try hard to be.
My Identity is God's gift to me.
Everyone's unique, with much diversity.
So with God's grace put upon me.
Identity is also an inner beauty
That has yet to be seen.
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Privacy
When can you get the moment to be at ease
That was before, the prying eyes came to be
You search for answers, to why
And yet the others are watching day and night
When things are not suppose to be
The people responsible somehow are set free
The tears you cry are from within
But the lurking eyes, are still a sin
The moment you think, you can cry in peace
When those around try harder to see
It's amazing how the curious eye can be
Wanting to know, but it shouldn't be
Thinkin that they have every right
And you on defense, when you fight(literally)
When does the privacy, make it's way
Because so many are watching everyday
I think to myself, how can this be?
When I have every right to my own Privacy
Those who watch think it's their right
But I'm fightin this evil day and night
I thought to myself what's right and what wrong
And I'm still optimistic and try to remain strong
I say they have no right to what I do
But the drama continues, even before it's through
People become obsessed, and envy in everyway
Thinkin it's their own life's struggle and that's not the case
When does the privacy go to far?
When your life's in jeopardy and you know the law
I send messages to let others know the fears
It seems noone listening or wanting to hear
We as people feel we need to know everything
Sometimes it's good, When your not a puppet and theirs no strings
It's a tuggle of good and bad
What's the limit to one's privacy and being obsessed
Getting one's moment will always be there
Even if it's look at as though a dangerous affair
So I fight for one's privacy and the moment to be
To you have your private moments and be at ease
It's a daily obsession and a need

But it's none of their business, when you want your Privacy?
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Why Me
I find myself thinkin, the trials I faced
I know I'm not the only one, and yet events take place
Sometimes it feels, that I'm all alone
And God has somehow overlooked, the things going on
That's when I knew, my faith was weak
That when God said, you need only a mustard seed
I'm listening to the prayers and the cries
And I'm here and don't give up inside
I've heard u ask me, Why Me?
Because others have experienced suffering and now u see
I thought to myself I've sinned in my day
I never thought, I was perfect in anyway
And yet this trial, I've never had before
And I asked God why me, even more
In God's plan their's, no Why Me?
Lord knows that was hard for me to see
I think of the times, when I lost my way
And I prayed for strength and mercy everyday
Lift the Burden, that has been put on me
I don't want Racism and Hatred, just Humanity
He knows my heart and how I've tried
And I know now he hasn't left me, He's standing by
I've struggled with the saying Why Me?
The wrong not being right and the events I see
I know he watching and taking heed
To the words I write and the word's I speak
My fears and concerns, take over me
And that's why I ask God Why Me?
He told me don't give up on your dreams
That he has a greater plan for you and me
When you come to me and ask Why Me?
Just look to the Human Element in Humanity
That's Me-And now you see
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Never Forget
I remember the times we shared
Taking for granted I wouldn't dare
Expressing to you the love inside
Letting me know I couldn't hide
Never Forget what it means to me
Allowing myself to be at ease
Knowing that their's no other guy
The things you do, I can't deny
Never Forget
Never Forget
Passion would take the best of me
The ride of life it made me be
Everthing a woman and more
Never regretting a thing for sure
Never Forget what it means to me
Allowing myself to be at ease
Knowing their's no other guy
Things you do to me I can't deny
Never Forget
Never Forget
The road unseen is new to me
Forgiving not Forgetting where I want to be
Hear me when I speak to you
Knowing that my words are forever true
Never Forget what it means to me
Allowing myself to be at ease
Knowing theirs no other guy
Things you do, I can't deny
Never forget the love that burns inside
It takes me on a natural high
I know that it was meant to be
Heaven sent you down to me
Never Forget what it means to be
Allowing myself to be at ease
Knowing theirs no other guy
The things you do, I can't deny
Never Forget-Me
Never Forget-Me
Never Forget-Me

Never Forget what it means to be
Allowing myself to be at ease
Knowing theirs no other guy
The things you do, I can't deny
Never Forget
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'Trust In Him'
You do all you can, to make it on your own
And you need someone, will feeling all along
God will bring you through the storm and the rain
Just keep you head up high, and the sun will shine again
Just Trust in Him
Believe
Just Trust in Him
Hold on Tight
Just Trust in Him
Believe
Just Trust in Him
Everything will be alright
Life can get hard, but you made it this far
If you trust him, when theirs noone else around
I know this, because I lost my way
Just keep the faith, because tomorrow's another day
Just Trust in Him
Believe
Just Trust in Him
Hold on Tight
Just Trust in Him
Believe
Just Trust in Him
Everything will be alright
God will pick you up, when trials come your way
It may seem hard, you can't make it through day
That's when you just have to say
Please Restore Me, When I Pray
Just Trust in Him
Just Trust in Him
Just say it's o.k
Just say o.k
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'I Do'
When I say those words of 'I Do'
Their's trust, communication, and honesty too
When I say those words of 'I Do'
The love is unconditional, between the two
When I say those words of 'I Do'
I know in my heart, it feels right to do
When I say those words of 'I Do'
No pressure of others is between the two
When I say those words of 'I Do'
Things need to be, not one way, but a two-way too
When I say those words of 'I Do'
I know in my heart, it feels right to do
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Slave Mentality
I think of times when my parents use to say
They have to pick cotton in the field each and every day
They would tell me how it made them feel
To know how race in the south back some years
They speak of the injust and to be thought of as slaves
When they would do their best to make it through another day
My mom would say the temps would be in the 90 degrees
And they would take short breaks sometimes just to eat
I wonder to myself how could they go on
To know God's Grace help them with a song
I tried to imagine how things use to be
To be considered less than dirty by the majority
Know I know the feelings they must have endured
To be abused and mistreated and still struggled through
To know their race had to played a huge part
In segregation, racism and hateful things from the start
I faced just those not those so simple things
I thought it can't been happeing till I heard Let Freedom Ring
I think to myself how can this be
No justice, No freedom, No democracy
I see people of my own race
Disgrace me with their participation and events that take place
I use to think I'm black and I'm proud
Until I look around and seen the crowd
I see people of my own race
Not white, but black participate
Racism was a way to unleash one's fear
Not to let blacks have a say or any tears
I see people of my own race
To engage in injustice and slave mentality in my face
They seem to forget where slaves had to endure
Lynching, hanging and being abused
I think to myself they choose not to see
What happen to slaves, continues to be
One can look the other way and pretend not to see
Racism, injustice and inhumanity
I see people of my own race
I feel sadness, heartbroken and disgrace
I know my words may seem not the case

But when you look in Mirror what do you say
I'm not a Racist, that's what I see
But far from the truth for you and for me
Maybe, one day blacks will come to see
Racism didn't start in the black community
It started when slavery took away your name
No fame, No fortune and others were to blame
I think of the feeling I have today
A Black woman against Racism and Slave mentality everyday
Only with time can Racism heal
No matter how hard you fight on the battlefied
It's a word that means fear against one's race
I already know what has taken place
A great man once said 'Let Freedom Ring'
Back when all slaves could do was sing
So I keep in my heart a solemn prayer
Let freedom Ring everywhere
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Injustice
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
And still I try to speak a word
When days, weeks, and months go by
And still I ask God-Why?
The wrong continues to make it's way
And still I pray for another day
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
And still I try to speak a word
The wrong I've seen will turn you cold
And still in God's plan that worth more than gold
Black and White that's the daily thing
And still I pray for Humanity
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
And still I try to speak a word
What has happened to life, liberty and prosperity?
Those mere words somehow can't seem to be
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
And still I try to speak a word
When justice can't seem to find a way
I wonder what judges and jury do everyday
When laws seem to become obselete
And you stand up and try and speak
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
And still I try to speak a word
When race, religion, and even sexuality seem to be
How in the justice system can u be set free
The right the wrong and the in-between
Shows what needs to be done despite what's been seen
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
And still I try to speak a word
I know that the wrong continues to be
Even though I struggle with hatred and evil before me
Noone can say I know how you feel
Unless, you've been wronged on the battlefield
I know the war has not been won
Because, the battle was never mine only God's son(Jesus)
The tears I cry is a voice unheard
Still I try to say a word
Injustice is a wrong that only a right can undo

Just ask me I made it through! !
Injustice is a wrong that only a right can undo
Just ask me I made it thought! !
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Humanity
I think at times where would I be
If it hadn' been for humanity
I think at times the word before me
And to know that it has a long way to be free
I know the word means so much more
Almost 400 years ago
I think at times who would I be
If it hadn't been for humanity
To know that race has been a fact
To when and how someone would react
I know the word means so much more
And yet we as people struggle to endure
I think at times what would I be
If it hadn't been for humanity
The color of my skin has changed my way
Black versus white almost everyday
The moral of the story may seem simple to me
I know it's within God that I need to seek
I think at times the road I've traveled to be
To get back to humanity
Within this word others need to find
It starts with one step at a time
I think at times who would I be
If not for human in Humanity
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